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February 14, Business Plan: Friends Event Management Project Management As we want to do business as an event
management business firm, we must . The following is a sampling of the types of events we will plan every year: 1.

Individual event are also a great source of revenue generation as weeding take place each month more or less
and also other events too. Birthdays, Anniversaries, Graduations and Holidays. We also use 3-D model to
visualize our event plan to our client for their satisfaction. We also analysis our possible competitors. Though
we begin with little additional cash, our increased growth permits us to make up for lost time. For the purpose
of registration the entrepreneur must acquire the following licenses. There are few recognized event
management organizations in the country. In contrast, operating leverage is lowest in companies that have a
low proportion of fixed costs relative to variable costs. Event Management Program at George. Weddings,
Receptions, and Showers. Why Choose Event Management Business As we observing our business world, and
event management business is trending all over the world. As a new comer in the market, Friends Event
management has to be cautious in pricing its services. Meetings, Trainings, and Retreats. The vision of Friends
Event Management is positioned towards becoming the market leader in event management through hard
work and commitment, maintaining the leadership and carrying the flag of uncompromising quality into the
unforeseen future with constant value addition and a strong line of innovation. But, the corporate market for
event management has mostly been unexplored. Many Events Management courses have a practical element,
in which students plan and execute a live event. These companies are moderately satisfied with the current
event management situation, and see room for improvement. Whole office will be equipped with the latest in
business technology, such as telephone systems, computers, fax machines, email, duplicators, printers, and
software. The advertising firms made the most of this circumstances, as they took up event management as a
very profitable side business. They will provide us our name of brand which we proposed if available, our own
patent and own trademark and copyright facility. We also concentrate on this. It will also attract small
corporations, who at present are unwilling to hire event management services due to high costs associated with
it. Private Organizations and Businesses Private organizations make up the single largest portion of Occasions'
client base. In this whole business plan we describe our industry as well our aim to choosing this business. We
try to determine our breakeven analysis hence we are proud to say that we can recover our initial investment
within the first year of operation. Party Packs complete kits for their event , make hosting a party a snap, right
down to the refreshments. The International Business Plan Event involves the development of a proposal to
start a new business venture in an international setting, an analysis of the international business situation, a
description of how the proposed. The start-up cost investment funds were provided by each of owners to
establish this business. In this way we open our official page which will be linked with our official site. Other
This segment has no direct information to compile for a description. However, recognizing that in reality not
all variables are controllable, outside financing is a viable option. By combining old fashioned values, going
the extra mile, and using cutting edge event-planning software, Friends Event Management will lead the
market, providing the same quality results, every time. It is the wish of the founders to remain a debt-free
establishment. Party Pack The Party Pack is a complete kit for any party. The majority of weddings will fall
into this segment. We are operating with little to zero debt, boosting the net worth even higher. At last
Government Events are more crucial some of these event telecast worldwide. The report went to great details
in recognizing the potential risks and threats, is simply because the entrepreneur wants to stay a step ahead of
the problems that can hinder the progress of this venture. Each year the Bangladesh Government hosts a
variety of programs. This idea has come over our mind as we see lots of international and national event on
TV as well as on our personal appearance in different events which encourage us to choose this as our
business.


